Barn Quilts
Block Size 4½” X 5½” Project Size 9” X 36”
Cutting for one barn block; make 8 total
1—2½” X 4½” dark/medium for barn roof
Note: the Bloc Loc Flying Geese
2—2½” X 2½” light for sky
ruler 2” X 4” works great for
1—1½” X 1½” dark/medium for star center
the roof/sky sections. Although
cutting and construction in8—1” X 1” dark/medium for star points (from same fabric as above)
structions in this pattern do
8—1½”X 1½” dark/medium for barn
not use this method, ample
2—1” X 3½” dark/medium for barn (from same fabric as above)
yardage is provided for use
Cutting for pieced border:
with the Bloc Loc ruler.
4—1½” X 5½” variety of dark/medium/lights side border
1½” X a variety of lengths of dark/medium/lights border; all lengths should add up to approx. 167”
Block Construction—Instructions are for one barn block; make 8 total
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the two squares of light for sky. Lay one square right sides together
on a barn roof rectangle. Stitch along the drawn line. Trim the outer portion of the sky square away. Press the
remainder of the sky out. If the outer portion of the sky doesn’t meet the outer portion of the roof rectangle
don’t worry. You can use the rectangle as your guide when stitching later. Repeat for other side. Set aside.

Using two star point squares and one barn fabric square create a flying geese section in the same
manner as above. Repeat to create 4 total.

Create the barn by stitching as shown below. Press toward squares without star points and rectangles. Add
roof/sky section. Press toward roof/sky. Repeat to make 8 barns. Stitch barns together in a row.

Stitch 1½”X 5½” border pieces to each side as shown. Piece the remaining border pieces 1½” X a variety of
lengths to create 4 top and bottom sections that measure 36½”. Add two sections to the top and two to the
bottom.

This pattern is for your personal use only. Please do not copy for others.
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